Casana GmbH

Process & Operations Intern (m/f/d)
 Munich, Germany

 Internship

 Operations

Salary: 1.700 € to 1.900 € / month
// Your Opportunity
As a Process & Operations Intern(m/f/d) at Casana, you work closely together with the CEO and Head of
Operations, with the ultimate goal to develop and implement new processes at Casana and for our clients.

Tasks
You will work directly with the senior management team to build one of the leading new agency business models
Internal Operations: Gain deep understanding of Finance, HR and Accounting operations and implement wellworking processes across departments within Casana
External Operations: Learn from our completed, active and new projects and develop a project operations
framework to guarantee the best possible customer satisfaction

Requirements
At least 4 semesters completed in a B.Sc. program at a renowned university in business management,
engineering, economics, or a similar field (ongoing studies)
Preferably internship experience in fast-paced, demanding environments (e.g. management consulting,
investment banking, startups, big tech)
Exceptional structuring and analytical skills with an ability to balance innovative thinking and hands-on execution
of targeted actions in a timely and goal-oriented manner
Adaptive and positive personality, enjoy working in an ever-changing environment with a drive for hands-on
execution and a bias for action
Very strong MS Office skills (Excel, Word, PowerPoint)
Excellent written and verbal English communication skills, German language skills are a plus

Benefits
Competitive compensation and benefits
Take on genuine ownership from day one
Immerse yourself with new technologies and learn how to build an early-stage start-up from the ground up

Surround yourself with an ambitious and international team from firms such as BCG, Bain, Celonis; and 5+
countries
Regular team events (think virtual cocktail mixing), an office dog and a fun atmosphere
Work remotely or come to our beautiful central office at Sendlinger Tor
// Our Vision
At Casana, we believe that every company from start-up to enterprise should have access to world-class digital
product development.
We offer on-demand IT specialists and managed teams of accomplished product builders from around the world
with a finely tuned mix of soft and hard skills to address our clients' specific needs.
Unlike other platforms that merely mediate between talents and customers, we are deeply involved in vetting,
matching, and building a lasting relationship with our talents.
Working with freelancers, expert partner agencies and in-house talent, our dynamic staffing approach allows us to
provide the best candidates for every task – within hours and without compromise.
// About Casana
We are a small, but rapidly growing team of tech enthusiasts with VC backing and big ambitions to bring the
alternative workforce to company near you. Our core team is in the heart of Munich while our network of product
builders is spread across the world from Buenos Aires to St. Petersburg. Our customers include a mix of traditional
SMB as well as some of Germany’s fastest growing startups offering green energy, healthy food products and sport
equipment.

Please reach out to us anytime if you have any open questions!

About Casana GmbH
More competent, more concrete & faster - with the experience of hundreds of experts, Casana supports
companies in the implementation of digital projects.
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